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The multicultural orientation (MCO) framework, which has shown empirical promise
as a pragmatic way to enhance cultural understandings in psychotherapy, appears
equally important for psychotherapy supervision: Emerging conceptual/practical work
and a bourgeoning base of empirical studies support MCO’s contribution to supervision
processes and outcomes. However, virtually all such MCO supervision focus has been
on individual supervision. We maintain that MCO, an additive perspective to the
attitudes/beliefs domain of the Multicultural Counseling Competencies framework, is
just as pertinent for the group supervision of psychotherapy. Because (a) most
supervisees receive group supervision at some point; (b) group supervision can be an
economical way to address multicultural and social justice issues; and (c) MCO appears
to be a fruitful perspective for enhancing cultural understandings, the integration of
MCO into group supervision of psychotherapy is a logical next step in advancing
multicultural supervision practice.

Clinical Impact Statement
Multicultural orientation (MCO), consisting of cultural humility, cultural comfort,
and cultural opportunities, can be fruitfully applied to the group supervision of
psychotherapy. Illustrating that application, three group supervision vignettes are
presented, and accompanying commentary is provided.

Keywords: group supervision, multicultural orientation, cultural humility, cultural
comfort, cultural opportunities

The [group] supervision encounter is really an
encounter between . . . cultural maps . . . (Falicov, 2014,
p. 54, italics in original)

For our purposes, “multicultural” is defined
as an overarching term, referring to multiple

cultures and identities, inclusive of gender,
race, ethnicity, sexual orientation, ability, age,
socioeconomic status and social class, religion/spi-
rituality, and nationality. This overarching defini-
tion is embraced in the multicultural orientation
(MCO) framework. MCO, a term first introduced
by Owen and colleagues over a decade ago
(Owen, 2013; Owen et al., 2011), refers to the
interpersonal intersection of three crucial cultural
factors: cultural humility, cultural comfort, and
cultural opportunities.MCOaccentuates the in-
exorable impact of cultural attitudes and values
on personal interactions, has been increasingly
recognized as important for the psychotherapy
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relationship (Hook et al., 2017; Tao et al., 2015)
and empirically affirmed through over 20 stud-
ies (Davis et al., 2018).
MCO also appears to matter for psychotherapy

supervision (e.g., sensitizing supervisees to the sali-
ence of culture in their therapy relationships; Wat-
kins et al., 2019), anda small butburgeoningbaseof
conceptual/practical and empirical work supports
that assertion (e.g.,Wilcox et al., 2022; Zhang et al.,
2022; Zhao & Stone-Sabali, 2021). However, all
suchwork—aproductof the last 3years alone—has
focused primarily on individual supervision. We
contend thatMCO is just as important for the group
supervision of psychotherapy and subsequently
explore that integration. Specific focus is given to
(a) defining and adapting MCO concepts for the
group supervision context, (b) showing how group
supervisors can incorporate MCO concepts into
group supervision via three case examples, and (c)
discussing the implications of that MCO/group
interface for supervisorypractice.Ourprimaryhope
is that this paper demonstrates the promise ofMCO
as a versatilely viable framework for advancing
groupsupervisionpractice.

Group Supervision of Psychotherapy: The
What and the Why

Reasoning by Analogy

What follows might best be considered reason-
ing by analogy to group supervision. Reasoning by
analogy refers to critically reflecting upon what is
known in one area (such as therapy) to inform or
extend thinking in another area (such as supervi-
sion; Milne, 2006). Thus, we draw upon attention
given to MCO in psychotherapy supervision (e.g.,
Watkins, Hook, Owen, DeBlaere, Davis, & Calla-
han, 2019; Watkins, Hook, Owen, DeBlaere,
Davis, &Van Tongeren, 2019) andMCO in group
therapy (e.g., Kivlighan & Chapman, 2018; Kiv-
lighan et al., 2019), use those sources as a fulcrum
for informing our group supervision elaborations,
andanalogize accordingly.

Definition and Importance

Group supervision can be defined as follows:
“. . . the regular meeting of a group of supervisees
(a) with a designated supervisor or supervisors; (b)
to monitor the quality of their work; and (c) to fur-
ther theirunderstandingof themselvesasclinicians,
of the clients with whom they work, and of service

delivery in general” (Bernard & Goodyear, 2019,
p. 190).Group supervision can contribute to a host
of valuable learning objectives, including devel-
oping and enhancing conceptual/treatment skills;
developing and crystallizing a psychotherapist
identity; developing conviction about the mean-
ingfulnessofpsychotherapy itself; andmonitoring
treatment efforts and safeguarding client care
(Gamliel et al., 2020;Mastoras&Andrews, 2011;
Ogren et al., 2014; Proctor, 2008). Although the
group ideally becomes a functional entity, with all
members meaningfully involved, our main focus
here is on the supervisor’s contribution. Group
supervisors are routinely in a position of power
and hold an evaluative role vis-à-vis their supervi-
sees; they also set the stage and tone for the
group’s relationship, process, and outcome (e.g.,
being a model of constructive interaction and fos-
tering constructive interactions among supervi-
sees; Ogren et al., 2014; Rowell, 2010). If a safe,
constructive, and productive group supervision
space is to be created, then the group supervisor
plays a pivotal role in rendering those desiderata
reality.
Group supervision is significant to consider

because (a) most supervisees experience group
supervision at some point during their training
(Bernard & Goodyear, 2019) and (b) it is an
inherently multicultural gathering, where the
group members—supervisor(s), supervisees,
and supervisees’ clients—have their own host of
intersecting identities (e.g., ethnicity, gender, re-
ligion, and sexual orientation) that, in turn, inter-
sect with the identities of others throughout the
group process (Chin et al., 2014). If all supervi-
sion is indeed a multicultural experience (Cho-
pra, 2013), nowhere is that seemingly more the
case than in group supervision. However, the
reality remains that the literature on multicul-
tural competence in group supervision is quite
limited. Continuing to build on and expand that
limited literature is sorely needed. Introducing
the MCO for use in group supervision, we con-
tend, is one fruitful step in addressing that need.

Applying Multicultural Orientation in
Group Supervision

Multicultural Orientation as an Attitudes-
Accentuating Perspective

The multicultural counseling competencies
(MCC) framework, first proposed over 40 years
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ago by Sue et al. (1982, 1992) and since updated
(e.g., Ratts et al., 2016), holds a preeminent place
in multicultural training across psychology pro-
grams (Chu et al., 2016). Conversely, the MCO
framework is a product of this past decade alone
(Owen, 2013; Owen et al., 2011), although the
concept of cultural humility has been around for a
generation now (Tervalon & Murray-García,
1998). The MCC focuses on the variables of cul-
tural knowledge, skills, and attitudes (or K-S-A),
the MCO on the variables of cultural humility,
cultural comfort, and cultural opportunities
(Owen, 2013). Both frameworks share three
critical commonalities: the need to understand/
address cultural and social realities of diverse
individuals and groups; the need for self-reflec-
tion about one’s own biases, understanding of
diverse identities, and the inequitable impact of
power, privilege, and injustice; and the need to
challenge systems and institutions that enable
that injustice to continue (Greene-Moton &
Minkler, 2020).
AlthoughMCO andMCC have often been con-

sidered separately in the literature, we take the
position thatMCO is an additive perspective to the
MCCattitudes/beliefs domain (Danso, 2018;Wat-
kins et al., 2019), ideally serving as an attitudes/
beliefs accentuator. By means of such accentua-
tion, MCO potentially provides a way of deepen-
ing perspective through its focus on relational
process andway of being; such a deepening of per-
spective is needed in our view (Watkins et al.,
2019). That the K-S-A attitudes/beliefs domain
has lagged behind the other framework domains,
received inadequate attention comparatively, and
yet is deemed central to multicultural competence
successhas beenwell recognized (Falender&Sha-
franske, 2021; Gonsalvez & Crowe, 2014; Ratts
et al., 2016): “It is fascinating that the ‘big’ compe-
tencies with deep impact are attitude-value attrib-
utes, not knowledge competencies” (Gonsalvez &
Crowe, 2014, p. 182). Perhapswhat is needed now
more than ever is an emphasis on an A(ttitudes)-
K(knowledge)-S(kills) perspective (cf. Ratts et al.,
2016), where attitude competencies (e.g., supervi-
sor cultural self-awareness, cultural respect for
others, humility, and commitment to lifelong cul-
tural learning; Fickling et al., 2019) are privileged
and prerequisite. We believe that more such “atti-
tude” could benefit the group supervision of psy-
chotherapy, that MCO is one avenue by which to
render that benefit reality.

Components of Multicultural Orientation in
Group Supervision

Paraphrasing Owen et al. (2011), MCO can be
considered a “way of being” with supervisees.
MCOcan at least be seen as calling attention to cul-
tural attitudes and values (already part of theMCC
framework) in supervision in awaynot donebefore
(Watkins et al., 2019); that would potentially be so
for thegroupsupervision situation aswell.
Culture is inescapably present in each group

supervision session (Chin et al., 2014). MCO
extended to group supervision of psychotherapy,
what we will label MCO-GS, emphasizes that
reality so as to benefit the group’s members: It
ideally provides a consistent cultural lens through
which group work is interpreted and enacted, the
hope being that—by integrating and making
explicit naturally occurring cultural dynamics in
the group supervision process—supervisee and
client outcomes canbe enhanced. Four analogized
assumptions (cf. Hook et al., 2017;Watkins et al.,
2019) provide theMCO-GS foundation: (a) group
supervisor(s) and supervisees are joined together
in a facilitative relationship that involves their coc-
reation of cultural expressions (i.e., the degree to
which culture is rendered integral to group super-
vision); (b) MCO-GS, while readily acknowledg-
ing the importance of supervisory behaviors and
actions, emphasizes group supervisors’ way of
being (i.e., the attitudes and values that undergird
supervisory behaviors and actions); (c) cultural
processes (e.g., cultural humility) are sine qua non
for connecting with the group constituents’—
supervisor(s), supervisees and clients—most sa-
lient cultural identities in group supervision; and
(d) a high degree of group-MCO can motivate
supervisor(s) and supervisees to learn more about
their own cultural perspectives andworldviews as
well as thoseof the clients being served.
Akin to MCO in group psychotherapy (Kiv-

lighan & Chapman, 2018; Kivlighan et al., 2019),
cultural humility, cultural comfort, and cultural
opportunities are proposed here as being equally
applicable to the group supervision of psychother-
apy. Cultural humility, a knowing through “not
knowing” (Watson et al., 2017), involves group
supervisors’ (a) openness andwillingness to reflect
on themselves as embedded cultural beings and (b)
openness to hearing about and striving to under-
stand the cultural backgrounds and identities of
their group supervisees and their supervisees’ cli-
ents; group supervisors ideally serve as models of
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cultural humility, displaying curiosity about and
respect for others’ cultural selves (cf. Hook et al.,
2016; Watkins & Hook, 2016; Watkins et al.,
2019). In doing so, enacting cultural humility could
increase group cohesion and provide a strong foun-
dation for navigating through group conflicts when
theyoccur (e.g., dealingwithcultural ruptures).
Cultural comfort refers to the group supervisor’s

own internal experience or feelings that arise
before, during, or after cultural conversations in
group supervision sessions. Hallmarks of group
supervisor cultural comfort include being suffi-
ciently calm, at ease, and open and nondefensive
while cultural conversations are in process (cf.
Hook et al., 2017; Watkins et al., 2019; Zhao &
Stone-Sabali, 2021). Given that cultural conversa-
tions can indeed create discomfort and unease, the
group supervisor ideally is able to tolerate andman-
age such occurrences with a sense of “comfortable
discomfort,” facilitating and “staying with” diffi-
cult group discussions. The group supervisor’s
comfort or discomfort may also be reflective of
supervisees’ownsenseofcultural comfort/discom-
fort, which can provide a useful point of parallel to
processduringgroup.
Cultural opportunities involve those times in

group when “culture emerges” for consideration
(e.g., due to the supervisor’s own in-process group
interventionsor the ever-present cultural dynamics
that transpire in thegroup).Group supervisorsmay
take advantage of or, unfortunately, miss chances
for, cultural discussion with their group supervi-
sees; however, missed opportunities ideally then
become opportunities for redress (i.e., returning to
the missed issue for discussion). Cultural opportu-
nitiesmay involve not only the recognition of such
markers, but also the appropriate creation of
opportunities for the emergence of cultural discus-
sions (cf. Hook et al., 2017; Watkins et al., 2019).
These discussions are best conducted with inten-
tionality to promote group cohesion, deepen client
conceptualization, and enhance supervisee self-
awareness.
We contend that cultural humility, cultural com-

fort, and cultural opportunities, interdependent,
synergistic, and potentiating in group supervision
(cf. Davis et al., 2020; Hook et al., 2017; Watkins
et al., 2019), provide another lens that usefully adds
to, ideally accentuates, the attitudes/beliefs domain
of MCC. Cultural humility, considered the central
organizing construct of MCO, may well be the
anchor and ground for any and all MCO group
supervision applications: “. . . cultural humility . . .

is key to competentmulticultural supervision” (Ber-
nard & Goodyear, 2019, p. 138). However, cultural
comfort and cultural opportunities are also requisite
if meaningful within-group cultural exchanges and
transactions are to transpire and have impact (cf.
Watkins, Hook, Owen, DeBlaere, Davis, & Calla-
han,2019;Watkinsetal., 2019).

Infusing MCO Into the Group Supervision
of Psychotherapy

ToparaphraseandextendtheKivlighanandChap-
man (2018) original MCO/group therapy reasoning
to group supervision, group supervisors—through
attending tocultural processes in thehere-and-nowof
the supervision group—have the potential to stimu-
latesupervisees’awarenessandunderstandingofsys-
tems of privilege and oppression. Group supervisors
are encouraged to (a) recognize and understand that
culture is an ever-important aspect of group supervi-
sion, (b) take the initiative to bring up aspects of cul-
ture for discussion in supervision, and (c)model how
to identify, discuss, and “stay with” cultural topic
opportunities (e.g., Kaduvettoor et al., 2009). The
MCO framework can be most meaningfully used to
engage and deepen cultural processes across the life
span of supervision groups (cf. Kivlighan & Chap-
man,2018).
In what follows, we illustrate these processes

using three clinical vignettes in which MCO is
infused into group supervision. Each example,
although inspired by training/supervision events,
discussions, or reflections occurring at one univer-
sity training site, is a clinical supervision case con-
struction.Although thefirst twoexamples primarily
emphasize cultural humility, all threeMCO (atti-
tudes/beliefs affecting) components—cultural
humility, cultural comfort, and cultural opportu-
nities—are reflected in each example. The first
example is most reflective of the Forming Stage
of group work, the second example of the Norm-
ing Stage, and the third example of the Perform-
ingStage (Bernard&Goodyear, 2019).
The context for each example is as follows: A

doctoral program in which the faculty had previ-
ously made a decision that multicultural and social
justicematterswouldbe integratedpervasively into
all courses,with that decision being reflected on the
program’s website, in the program manual, and in
student admissions materials. Students were all
well aware of theweight placeduponmulticultural/
social justice matters, were expecting them to be a
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focus of their group practicum experience, and the
influence of thatweight and expectation is reflected
ineachexample.

Three Examples of MCO in Group
Supervision

Example 1: Orienting and Preparing the
Group Through MCO Psychoeducation

Developing group supervisees’ positive perspec-
tives aboutMCO-GS is perhaps best executed at the
group’s outset through preparation and education
(cf. Kivlighan & Chapman, 2018): “. . . pregroup
planning can make a major difference” (Rowell,
2010, p. 206).We as group supervisors wish to ori-
ent and prepare our supervisees (a supervisor com-
petency) for the group supervision process (e.g.,
Smith et al., 2014). Fruitful ways to productively
begin group supervision include opening the space
for cultural discussion, facilitating that discussion,
and educating supervisees about the importance of
cultural frameworks for enhancing treatment/
supervision understanding (e.g., MCO or Hays’
ADDRESSING [Hays, 2016]). We wish for a
flexible yet planful beginning, because “it is very
difficult later in a [group] supervisory relationship
to recover from a disorganized beginning” (Ber-
nard & Goodyear, 2019, p. 155; Carter et al.,
2009;Enyedyet al., 2003).
In this example, the supervisor and eight group

members—a year-long practicum team serving
clients in the Psychology Clinic—are meeting for
the first time. The team is comprised of first-, sec-
ond-, and third-year doctoral students; the second-
and third-year students provide all therapeutic
services, with the first years primarily in a listen-
observe-learn role. Before the initial meeting, all
group members have been provided with the
course syllabus and supervision agreement for
reading and review (both documents available
from the senior author upon request); they have
been asked to come to group supervision prepared
to discuss those documents and raise any questions
or concerns that they might have. This first practi-
cal example captures an initial effort to engage
supervisees in discussion about multiculturalism,
multicultural competence, and social justice and to
introduce the concepts of cultural humility, cul-
tural comfort, and cultural opportunities. Selected
explanatory comments about the interactions are
offered inbrackets.Names arefictionalized.

Supervisor (SVOR: John Smith): Now that
we have talked about our syllabus and supervision
agreement, let us focusononevery important com-
ponent of those documents: The emphasis onmul-
ticulturalism,multicultural competence, and social
justice. I want to pull out one sentence from the
agreement and ask for your reactions. That sen-
tence is this: “The supervision you receive, indi-
vidual and group, will include discussions about
cultural context (your own, the supervisor’s, and
the client’s) and how these affect the treatment
relationships of which you are a part” (adapted
fromEllis, 2017). As a program, we have commit-
ted to diversity, inclusion, and advocacy (DIA),
striving to build multicultural competence; as you
think about that commitment and this quoted sen-
tence, what thoughts or feelings do you have about
such cultural discussions being a part of what we
do here? Feel free to bring your own sense of cul-
ture and the cultural identities that are important to
you into our discussion. [supervisor acknowledg-
ing faculty/student commitment to DIA/multicul-
tural competence and opening up the group space
for beginningcultural discussion].
Asa (3rd year student): As a Black woman, I

see thosediscussionsasanaturalpartofourrelation-
ships, therapeutic, supervision, and otherwise—a
vitalpart ofour learninghowtobesthelpourclients.
Jeremiah (2nd year student): I see it that way,

but I admit it’s a little scary forme.As aWhiteman,
I do not feel I have the cultural perspective or expe-
rience that someof youbringwith you to the group.
I feel behind in that respect, that perhaps I’mgoing
to sayordo somethingwrong.
Natalie (3rd year student): I remember feeling

the exact same way, scared, when I began my sec-
ond year. But I think the nice thing about team is
that we can talk all of that out here, help ease that
feeling of scared-ness, and help us feel more
prepared.
Jeff (1st year student):Being aWhiteman, like

Jeremiah, I also do not feel like I have the cultural
perspective or experience that some others do. I
also admit—if I’m being completely honest—that
culture is not something that I have thought much
aboutbeforegettinghere.
John (SVOR): Maybe we can all grant each

other somegrace.Wehaveall haddifferent cultural
experiences, reflect that difference and diversity,
and see both privileged and less privileged identi-
ties reflected here. Perhaps we can be informed by
those differences as we learn and grow together.
Just as becoming a therapist is a developmental
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process, your multicultural growth is a develop-
mental process, too.
Talking about culture may not be perfect and

easy, may not always be comfortable. However, if
we understand that we are trying to become more
multiculturally informed and work toward devel-
oping multicultural competence, that we are com-
mitted cultural learners who are willing to toil and
struggle together in a constructive, nonshaming
way, then I think thatweas agroupwill prevail. Per-
haps we can think of our aim as being the adoption
of an attitude of cultural humility—a way of being
toward eachother and toward eachother’s clients—
where we listen with respect, curiosity, openness,
and a deep desire to understand the other’s perspec-
tive. [supervisor acknowledging reality of/express-
ing respect for cultural/identity differences, that
talking culture—while sometimes being uncom-
fortable—is well worth the committed effort, and
introducing theconceptofculturalhumility].
Poornima (3rd year student):LikeAsa, I want

these cultural conversations to happen, believe they
must happen. As an Indian Americanwoman, now
in my third program year, I see and feel culture
everywhere. Like you said Dr. Smith, listening
with respect, curiosity, and openness has become
sovery important tome.
John(SVOR):Yes, it is likeculture isboundless,

andculturalopportunities readilypresent themselves
tous in treatment—and in supervision, too. [supervi-
sor reinforces ideaofculturalopportunities].
Bashir (2nd year student): I identify as aMus-

lim American man. Sometimes I have felt uneasy
being in [statemasked], even being here in this pro-
gram, that my religion is not respected, that people
may viewmewith suspicion for whatever reasons.
As I begin to see clients, I wonder about that, too,
andamworried.
John (SVOR):Bashir, I hear you and appreciate

your sharing. Iwant this tobe aplacewhere you feel
free to share your cultural concerns about treatment
and how you are perceived. And I hope that we can
make this a safe space for all of you here to risk the
discomfort of such sharing. I guess what we ulti-
mately strive for is developing a sense of cultural
comfort in carrying out such conversations, being
able to hold the discomfort of and stay with those
conversations.
As aWhiteman inmymid-60s, I reflect a host of

privileged identities, I am aware of some cultural
blind spots that result for me because of that and
continuallywork at becomingmoremulticulturally
minded and multiculturally competent. I think that

is why our group process is so very important, that
we recognize our cultural variations in experience,
share our cultural perspectiveswith each other, and
ideally grow ourselves and our clients in the pro-
cess.Howdoes that sound to everyone? [supervisor
introduces concept of cultural comfort, striving to
render it integral to the group’s process ofmulticul-
tural competency development, and shares his own
identities as supervisionaffecting].

Example 1: Case Commentary

The group supervisor works to orient and
prepare (Forming Stage) supervisees for group
discussions about culture (Chin et al., 2014),
introducing them to the foundational pillar of the
MCO framework, cultural humility, acknowledg-
ing the discomfort and difficulty that can come
with cultural conversations (cultural comfort),
and creating a cultural opportunity for group dis-
cussion to occur. This examplewould bebut a pre-
view of continued interactions to come, where
ideally supervisees become increasingly free to
share and discuss all matters culture during group
supervision. It remains the group supervisor’s
responsibility, however, to initially set the multi-
cultural stage (Winkel, 2019), and the supervisor
in this example—via pregroup planning and edu-
cation (Enyedy et al., 2003; Rowell, 2010)—has
attempted to do that: striving to prepare a place
where constructive and productive cultural con-
versations can be had, providing a framework to
anchor those conversations (e.g., introducing cul-
tural humility as a guidingpractice), andmodeling
the core features of the MCO framework in the
process. As Chin et al. (2014) have made clear,
these content areas are all critical in the facilitation
ofmulticultural competencedevelopment.

Example 2: Putting Group Supervision Cultural
Norms in Place

Role induction and session structuring are two
important group supervision competencies (Roth&
Pilling, 2008). Part of the supervisor’s effective role
induction and session structuring includes helping
the group to develop norms for proper group func-
tioning; thosenormscontribute to the likelihoodofa
more successful group process and outcome (Ber-
nard&Goodyear, 2019; Proctor, 2008). AsMasto-
ras and Andrews (2011) have asserted, “. . .
supervisors must take an active role in establishing
andmaintainingapositive, safe,andrespectfulenvi-
ronment in order for the group supervision
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experience to be a positive one” (p. 109). In this
second example, the supervisor and same group
members—while continuing their discussion
about multicultural and social justice matters in
a later supervision session—turn their attention
to the importance of incorporating facilitative, cul-
turally informed norms into the group’s work so
as to better enhance group supervision process/
outcome and foster multicultural competency
development. The supervisor uses the three
MCO components—cultural humility, cultural
comfort, and cultural opportunities—as a way
to frame and facilitate that discussion.
John (SVOR):We have talked about creating a

welcoming space for cultural conversations. Let us
build on those earlier discussions, our mention of
cultural humility and cultural comfort, and consider
something thatmight helpour group’sworkingpro-
cess: group norms. Supervision groups typically
find it helpful to have such norms, perhaps what we
might think of as ground rules or guidelines for put-
ting cultural humility into practice—about how
members will interact, relate to each other, and go
about incorporating cultural discussions into their
time together. The purpose of such normswould be
to bring a sense of concreteness to our group pro-
cess, help you feel more comfortable when having
cultural conversations, help us put in place the
very features of cultural humility that we have
talked about as being so important here and,
ideally, facilitate your multicultural competency
development in the process. What do you think?
[supervisor creates cultural opportunity, introduc-
ing the idea of discussing and developing norms
anchored in cultural humility, then linking those
norms to cultural comfort, group-facilitative fea-
tures valued by members, and multicultural com-
petencydevelopment].
Jeremiah: I think that would be helpful, a good

reference point for us when thinking about howwe
want to treat eachother ingroup.
Natalie: I’mwith Jeremiah, having some norms

would help me feel safer in group when discussing
culturalmatters.
John (SVOR): And I have found that to be the

same for me as well—that having some structure
helps me to feel safe. Other views, thoughts?
[supervisor self discloses, reinforcing group mem-
bers’opinions aboutnorms].
Asa: I like the idea that you mentioned, Jere-

miah. Group norms could be a reference point for
us. [othersnod inagreement andexpress assent].

John (SVOR): OK, great. It sounds like we
agree that having some norms would be helpful.
What are some of your ideas for norms that we
could implement inourgroup?
Jeff: We have talked about the importance of

openness when it comes to cultural matters. What
about a commitment to come with an open mind
andawillingness to explorecultural topics?
John (SVOR): I like that idea, Jeff. Openness

and willingness to explore are two key aspects of
cultural humility and having a commitment to do
thatwill be important for us.Other thoughts?
Poornima: One of the key features of cultural

humility seems to be a willingness to continue to
learn about culture and diversity. What about a
commitment to engage in self-reflection as a life-
long learner? And being willing to critique our-
selvesandourperspectives?
John (SVOR): I think that’s great, Poornima.

Whether student or faculty, we are all still learning
and growing. A commitment to self-reflection and
self-critique is key.What else?
Bashir: I’m aware that, because we have differ-

ent levels of experience and expertise, there are
power differentials that are present in the room.
What about a commitment to recognize and try to
minimize power differentials? That might be help-
ful sowecanhear fromeveryone.
John (SVOR): I like that idea, too, Bashir. We

probably cannot completely erase power differen-
tials in the room.For example, I am in an evaluative
position over you all as students, and we cannot
completely remove that. You are at different years
in the program, and with that can come a sort of
power differential among you as well. We cannot
completely remove that either. However, as much
as is possible, it would be great ifwe could level the
playing field, because we all have things to learn
from each other. [the conversation continues as the
students and supervisor collaboratively come up
with ideas for culturally informednorms;what a set
of group-created cultural humility ground rules
could look like is provided inTable1].

Example 2: Case Commentary

Therapy groups need norms; so too do super-
vision groups (Ogren et al., 2014). Such super-
vision norms (Norming Stage) contribute to the
development of group safety and cohesion
(Fleming et al., 2010). Group supervision pro-
vides the perfect space to have a discussion
about, and put in place, norms that are culturally
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respectful and informed and that will accord-
ingly guide the group’s ongoing process, and
foster multicultural competency development
(Riva&Erikson Cornish, 2008). Increased buy-
in, and a softening or decentering of the power
differentials present (Kleist, 2021), can also
occur if supervisor and superviseeswork collab-
oratively (a cultural opportunity) to develop
norms on which the group can agree, as was the
case in this example highlighting cultural
humility (cf. Watkins et al., 2021). The group’s
developed norms, which capture the group
members’ core cultural-relational ideas, ideally
present the concept of cultural humility in a
much more concrete, tangible way, show its
practical applicability, and serve as a ready ref-
erence point for group supervision guidance; the
norms reflected in this example were also easily
linked to another MCO component, cultural
comfort. Norms work best when they are fully
embraced by the group (Proctor, 2008). Super-
visor effort was made here to facilitate that ex-
ploration and embrace and, thereby, promote
culturally humble practice within the group, the
attitudinal competency domain again being
targeted.

Example 3: Dealing With a Rupturing
Microaggression in Group Supervision

Microaggressions refer to “verbal and nonverbal
interpersonal exchanges in which a perpetrator
causes harm to a target, whether intended or unin-
tended” (Sue & Spanierman, 2020, p. 8); they can
be thought of as brief, commonplace indignities or
slights, negative, hostile, or derogatory in nature,
whichare directed towardamemberormembers of
anoppressedgroup (Sue&Spanierman,2020;Tor-
ino et al., 2018). Microaggressions occur in group
psychotherapy (Lefforge et al., 2020; Miles et al.,
2021) and can also occur in group supervision.Yet,
microaggressions in group supervision and their
group supervision impact have received minimal
attention in the published professional literature
(e.g., based on current Google Scholar and Psy-
cINFO database searches); such attention is sorely
needed. In this third example, the supervisor and
same groupmembers deal with amicroaggression,
occurring during a case presentation, that has rup-
turingeffect.
John (SVOR): Let us go over our new cases. If

you could, briefly tell us about your new client or

Table 1
Group Supervision-Adapted Ground Rules Based on Cultural Humility

No. Rules

1 I will enter each group supervision experience with an open mind and possess an atti-
tude willing to explore new concepts.

2 I will be aware of my own personal values, beliefs, and behaviors and respect that
other supervision team members may not abide by the same values and belief
system.

3 I will focus on the feelings and experiences of other supervision team members as
well as my own.

4 I will enter each group supervision meeting with a flexible and humble attitude and
not allow my ego to impede the learning experience.

5 I will engage in healthy, supportive interactions with my supervisor and group super-
vision peers to help foster an engaging learning environment.

6 I will engage in self-reflection as a lifelong psychotherapy learner and strive to cri-
tique my own thoughts, actions, and behaviors as I interact with my supervisor and
supervision team members who have both similar and opposing views as myself.

7 I will attempt to embrace conflicting viewpoints that are expressed in group supervi-
sion by giving those viewpoints my full consideration.

8 I will support my supervision team members as we engage in discussions and
learning.

9 I will try to recognize supervision team power differences and minimize them.
10 I will strive to demonstrate respect for my supervisor and my supervision team

members.

Note. The material in Table 1 is from “Multicultural Streaming in Group Psychotherapy
Supervision: Orientation to and Preparation for Culturally Humble Practice”, by C. E.
Watkins, Jr., S. Toyama, M. Briones, G. Gaskin-Cole, S. Zuniga, J. Yoon, H. Hwang, F.
Hasan, D. Doty, J. R. Harker, J. N. Hook, C. D. C. Wang, & M. M. Wilcox, 2021, American
Journal of Psychotherapy. Advance online publication. Copyright 2021 by American
Psychiatric Association. Reprinted with permission.
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clients.Whydonotwe beginwith you, Poornima. I
knowyousawyournewclient yesterday.
Poornima: Yes, her name is Jhumpa. She

wanted to discuss family conflict, particularly with
her brother who recently came out to the family as
gay. Jhumpa kept referring to him as a [slur often
used to refer to a gay man], and it made me feel
uncomfortable. I didn’t reallyknowwhat todo.
John (SVOR): You were caught off guard by

her comment, particularlyheruseof language?
Poornima: Right, it seemed so odd to have her

refer to her brother as a [slur often used to refer to a
gayman]. Iwasnot sure if I shouldconfront it.
John (SVOR): [notices Jeff having visible reac-

tion, pursing his lips at Poornima’s sharing] Jeff,
you seemed to have a reaction to what Poornima
said.Wouldyoubewilling to saymore?
Jeff: Sorry, I didn’t mean to have a reaction. I

was just surprised, that’s all.
John(SVOR):Havinga reaction ispart of being

human.Couldyou saywhatwas surprising?
Jeff: I was shocked that the client would use that

word todescribeherbrother. If I’mhonest, Iwas sur-
prised that thatword, slur, would be repeated here in
group supervision. My little brother is gay, has had
to dealwith somuch shit over the years, with people
calling him names like that. He got depressed, even
had to go to counseling at one point. I cannot stand
words like that. It’s not okay to say the n-word, and
it’snotokay tosayslurs towardgaypeopleeither.
Poornima: Oh, my goodness, Jeff, I . . . I’m

sorry, I didn’tmean to . . . (stops inmidsentence).
John (SVOR): Jeff, you feel angry in response

to Poornima’s comment. Poornima, I hear hesita-
tion in your response, like you are not sure what to
say? Is that accurate? [supervisor begins by
acknowledging the perceived feelings of both par-
ties andasks for clarification].
Jeff: Yeah, I do feel angry and upset. We

have gone through so much with my brother, as
he tried to gain acceptance. When my brother
was growing up, it was not okay at all to be gay.
He had to go through a lot, and I felt so protective
of him. I still do.
John (SVOR): You are connecting with what

was said and bringing your own experience to the
table.Yourbrother had togo through somuchdiffi-
cultygrowingup. I can seewhyyou’dbeupset, like
you have been culturally insulted? [supervisor vali-
dates Jeff’s response tomicroaggression].
Jeff:Not so muchme personally, but I’m think-

ing about my brother, the client’s brother, and the
LGBTQþ community.

John (SVOR):Poornima, I heard your hesita-
tion, maybe even a sense of real uneasiness. But
would you please share with us any thoughts
that you might have about what Jeff has said?
[supervisor again acknowledges Poornima’s
feelings and encourages her to dialogue].
Poornima: I feel terrible that I used an insensi-

tiveword to describe a gayperson here. Iwaswant-
ing to repeatwhat the client had said to be clear, but
I see now how that was insensitive, especially to
people who are in the LGBTQþ community, and I
wish Ihadn’t done that.
John (SVOR): Your goal was to be clear but

saying the slur here in group had unintended conse-
quences.You regret yourmistake.
Poornima: Yes, I do. I want to . . . [supervisee

stops, seems stuck, perhaps scared].
John (SVOR): Please, take a breath, Poornima.

I want us to continue our conversation but let us all
take a mental step back, giving ourselves some
breathing room. These can be difficult, culturally
uncomfortable conversations; sometimes we need
that breather and space to help us better manage
that difficulty and discomfort. I especially want to
give you that space now, Poornima, and you, too,
Jeff. I will check back with you both in a moment.
Might others have any thoughts or reactions you
wish to share? [supervisor seeks to provide a
breathing space for both parties to increase likeli-
hood of their event processing/reflection and con-
tinueddialogue].
Jeremiah: I feel for you both.As a straightman,

not too familiar with the LGBTQþ community, I
could have made the same misstep. But I can also
seewhyJeffwouldbe reallyupset.
Adaline: As a first year, I feel out of my depth

here. I didn’t give theword, slur, a second thought. I
am glad I was not the one saying it, but I feel wor-
ried Imight alsomessuponeday.
John (SVOR): I hear you resonating with Jeff,

understanding how he’d feel upset. Talking culture
can be uncomfortable, perhaps we are feeling that
discomfort right now? [supervisor acknowledges
members’ validation of Jeff’s anger, acknowledges
realityof cultural discomfort].
Jasmine (2ndyear student):For sure!
Bashir: I feel the tensenessof it all.
Sam(1styear student):Me, too.
John (SVOR): I think when cultural missteps

happen, as was the case here, it makes talking cul-
ture all the more difficult. Poornima, after taking a
breather, I want to come back to you for response.
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[supervisor comesback toPoornima so that she can
address themicroaggression].
Poornima: I understand now that it was wrong

to repeat the slur here in group. I didn’t realize how
repeating that word was disrespectful. I see why
you were upset, Jeff, and I am so sorry for what I
said. I can seehowmuch love and care youhave for
yourbrother, and I’mdeeply sorry for saying some-
thing that disrespectedhim.
Jeff:Thank you, Poornima. I hear that you did

not do this with malice or ill-intent. We are all
learning, but sometimes that can be hard. This
was upsetting, caught me off guard that it hap-
pened here, a place I consider to be safe, and that
will probably sit with me for a while. I do appre-
ciate that what happened was acknowledged. I
appreciate your apology, Poornima.
Poornima: This is important learning for me. I

will continue to think about this today and ways
that I might act differently in the future. Thank you
forhearingmyapology, Jeff.
John (SVOR):We are working through a diffi-

cult moment, I appreciate everyone’s input, and I
especially thank Poornima and Jeff for their hon-
esty and willingness to risk in this conversation.
[supervisor expresses appreciation to Poornima
and Jeff, and the team members as well, for their
willingness to dialogue and work through the issue
of concern].

Example 3: Case Commentary

“Dealingwith cultural differences in supervision
can be awkward and difficult . . . and can lead to
misunderstandings andhurt feelings” (Christiansen
et al., 2011, p. 109).This case example (Performing
Stage) readily reflects that reality: Jeff was under-
standably angry and hurt by the microaggression.
Although the supervisor’s action was anchored in
cultural humility, we clearly see cultural comfort
and cultural opportunity on full display here as
well. Poornima’s use of the slur in group thrust a
cultural opportunity to the forefront, and the super-
visor moved to address this microaggression in
group with cultural comfort. The microaggression
could be considered a cultural rupture in the group
supervision process; dealingwith such ruptures is a
criticalmulticultural supervisioncompetency(Cas-
mar, 2019). Intentional repair is crucial to preserv-
ing and strengthening the group supervisory
alliance, and doing so requires directly and openly
addressing the rupture (Hedegaard, 2020;Watkins,
2021;Watkins et al., 2016).We see that intentional

approach applied to the group supervision process
in this example: Building on a foundation of cul-
tural humility and cultural comfort, appropriate use
of the cultural opportunity allowed for the possibil-
ity of repair. Supervisor multicultural orientation
was used so as to: (a) facilitate group discussion
about the cultural conflict (Fleminget al., 2010), (b)
sitwith andwork through the cultural discomfort of
doing so (Christiansen et al., 2011), (c) encourage
breathing space to discourage emotional escalation
(Hardy, 2016), and (d) facilitate movement toward
successfully processing the cultural conflict
(Bobes, 2016).

Pulling It All Together: MCO-GS

The MCO framework—cultural humility, cul-
tural comfort, and cultural opportunities—has, we
contend, a valued place in the group supervision
endeavor: It collectively positions the supervisor to
lead from a multiculturally informed, evidence-
based foundation (Davis et al., 2018) and can be
useful in stimulating cultural dialogue, expanding
cultural perspectives, and navigating through cul-
tural conflicts.Wehaveattempted to showhowthat
is practically sobymeansof threecaseexamples.
To paraphrase Manathung’s (2011, p. 368) apt

quote:

We do not leave our identities as raced, classed and
gendered bodies outside the door when we engage in
[group] supervision: instead our personal histories,
experiences, cultural and class backgrounds and social,
cultural and national locations remain present (some
might say omnipresent). Culture, politics and history
matter in [group] supervision.

MCO-GS, an additive to the MCC attitudes/
beliefs domain, gives voice to those identities, his-
tories, experiences, backgrounds, and locations. It
is our contention that MCO, already fruitfully
extended to group psychotherapy (Kivlighan &
Chapman, 2018), can be fruitfully extended to the
group supervision of psychotherapy and that super-
visees’ cultural learnings andmulticultural compe-
tency development can be much enhanced in the
process.
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